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Interview with:
SImon Furman &
Laurent LeFeuvre

AdisCovered tHat he had acQuIred tHe sTrenGtH, agility anD senSes of tHe
fTer getTinG sCratChed by a radiOacTive leOparD, yOunG BilLy FarMer soOn

migHty junGle cat – anD so he became The LeOparD fRom Lime StReEt!

Originally Created by Tom Tully, Mike Western and Eric Bradbury, The Leopard
from Lime Street is a stand out Super Hero from British comics history,
so it’s quite right that he should be starring in the pages of Monster Fun!
We chatted to Simon Furman and Laurent LeFeuvre about
how they have
reinvented The Leopard of Lime Street for young readers of today...
So
Simon,
Laurent
–
I
guess
the first thing to ask is why
did you want to work on The
Leopard
of
Lime
Street?

market: a popular, inexpensive form
of black and white comics. Anyway, I
instantly felt the English aspect of
them all, which added to my interest.
This is how I discovered The Leopard –
and I found it amazing!

SIMON FURMAN: For me, it’s revisiting
a strip I loved as a younger comics
fan. Here’s the quick story: I was 15,
and comics were kind of behind me by
then. I’d moved on to movies, books,
and (in theory) girls. But I saw the
cover that announced the debut of
Leopard From Lime Street when it
first came out back in the day, and
just got pulled back in. I loved it, with
those British version of Spider-Man
vibes (all the tropes were there –
kindly aunt, angry editor, radioactiveanimal-causing-powers etc), and just
loved it more for that.

So, what can we expect from your
new version of The Leopard?
SF: Our focus is on IT being just a
year or two into the life of Billy
Farmer as The Leopard, and we pick
up his adventures (as both) at this
point in time, with a somewhat creepy
and
supernatural
threat
to
the
storyline.

LAURENT LAFEUVRE: I discovered the
Leopard when I was around 7 or 8 in
France, in the mid-80s (I was born and
still live in Britanny). Like many other
English series, The Leopard from Lime
Street was then published in small
booklets of 130 pages, in novel
format, with a colour cover. These
formats have long played the role
that manga embodies in the current
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Why did you want to work on this
relaunch of Leopard from Lime
Street for today’s new readers?

SF: At the time of writing the Monster
Fun Halloween Spooktacular story,
Totem, I had no idea if it would end up
a one-off or the start of something
bigger. But my instinct is just to ask
questions about the character (and
often go right back to the beginning).
Y’know, I love the Leopard‘s origin,
but a radioactive leopard? Really?
It’s kind of hokey but I had no intention
of messing with that. Just… looking
beyond it a bit and, as you say, posing
some searching questions. Did I have
half an eye on being able to continue
that story? Of course.

SF: For all the above reasons and
the fact that through the Treasury
of British Comics collections of
classic Leopard from Lime Street I’d
already re-immersed myself in the
world of Billy Farmer/The Leopard.
I was raring to go with some new
material and grabbed the chance with
both paws!
The first instalment in this new
take for today’s readers is a very
Halloweeny episode of Leopard, and
one that definitely leaves us with a
few questions about the nature of
Billy’s powers!

What sorts of things can you
tease us with for future stories?
What can we expect for Billy?
SF: Definitely more creepy bad guys
(and gals), definitely peeling back
more layers of Billy’s past and his
powers. Seriously, I have some gamechanging stuff up my sleeve, which I
think (hope) will serve to expand the
world/cast/reach of the Leopard of
Lime Street.
LL: And I must say that I can’t wait to
draw more! I try to lay the page out
with boxes of all shapes, as if the
Leopard was too wild to be consigned
to neat little boxes!

When
first
writing
the
new
Leopard
of
Lime
Street
comic
strip
for
the
Monster
Fun
Halloween
Spooktacular,
did
you
know
this
would
be
the
start of an ongoing story?

On that note, Laurent, How do you
work? What’s your process?
LL: So, after translating Simon’s
script into French, I reread it several
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times to make sure I’ve understood it.
I must say that it is amazing to have
someone who writes with such a rich
and evocative vocabulary because he
immerses me in the right mood, the
right tone!

everything can be nuanced, amplified…
or ruined! Far from simple colouring,
it is literally the emotional dressing
of a sequence.
With Monster Fun being the first
big new children’s comic for quite
some time now, how huge is it to be a
part of it right from the start?

First, I visualise key images that I
try to project onto the paper while
trying to insert a coherent reading
movement so that the reader’s eye
moves from one image to another.
This is the rough sketch stage, so a
tip for any budding young artists out
there: you mustn’t censor yourself,
try things out, without detailing, and
if it is a bit weak, then rework it until
you get it right. I find I have to be
concentrated, and do this in absolute
silence!

SF: HUGE! It’s great to be part of a
comic (for kids specifically) that’s
more about the content, characters,
and stories inside than the latest
trends and rubbish free gifts. Being
able to pick Monster Fun up on shop
shelves is so great, where a new
generation of kids can discover their
favourite characters for the first
time that will inspire them as they
grow up! I think children today really
need more Monster Fun (and Leopard
from Lime Street) in their lives.

Then
I
rework
my
compositions
digitally,
even
adding
the
first
semblance of inking to determine the
location of the masses of black,
optical greys, and whites that will
blend with the text. I can then listen
to the radio, and relax a little! I’m
not inventing anything, these are
methods that allow a narrative to
be developed step by step through
drawing, while correcting at each
stage the problems of moving from
one panel to another, from one
sequence to another.
Then I draw the borders of the boxes,
draw the speech bubbles, define the
lettering, and do final inking. Then I
move on to colour! The colour helps
to bring everything to life (movement,
atmosphere, clarity…). I think of the
colour stage as the music in a film:

Follow the ongoing story of
The Leopard from Lime Street
in Monster Fun!
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